Abstract-The intermittency and stochasticity nature of distributed renewable energy sources has introduced great challenges to the efficiency and security of energy distribution system operations. To address the negative impacts of intermittent renewable energy sources, this paper proposes a day-ahead optimal operation strategy utilizing distributed energy resources based on the framework of the interconnected multi-energy system. First, a framework and mathematical models of multi-energy residential systems (MERS) are proposed. Based on the characteristics of residential energy distribution networks, the complex MERS models are reformulated to relieve the computational burden. Furthermore, the uncertainty factors such as renewable energy generation fluctuations and demand variations are handled by a reformulated chance constrained programing technique. The feasibility and effectiveness of the proposed method are validated through a combined electric power and natural gas test system. Compared to similar models and methods in the existing literature, the proposed method performs better in terms of solution time, model scalability, and robustness in handling uncertainties.
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NOMENCLATURE

Sets and Indexes Ω H /h
Set and index of residential houses.
Set and index of combined heat and power unit operational corner points.
Ω T /t
Set and index of time slots. Ω n C H P Set of houses accessible to the heat production of combined heat and power unit at node n. Household interior and surface temperature.
V n,t , θ n,t
Nodal voltage magnitude and phase angle. α n,k,t Coefficient of corner point combination. ω, ω n,t
Vector and element of power injection error. χ h , χ Household penalty and the total penalty associated with heating appliances, respectively. Superscripts min/max Minimum or maximum limit of a quantity.
⊕, Θ
Forecast expectation and error of a quantity.
I. INTRODUCTION
I
N RECENT years, energy systems structures have appreciably evolved with rapid developments and wide applications of energy conversion technologies to cope with potential energy crises [1] . Especially at the power distribution level, modern power distribution systems (PDSs) are transitioning into sustainable and smart systems with fast-growing numbers of distributed energy resources (DERs) including distributed generations, energy storage systems (ESSs), flexible demands, etc. On the other hand, the volatile and uncertain features of intermittent renewable energy sources (RESs) introduce considerable uncertainties for the secure and economic operation of PDSs [2] . If not handled properly, a PDS may suffer from critical issues including overloading, power shortage, etc. Furthermore, the excessive power generated by RESs may be subject to considerable curtailments due to the absence of coordination among DERs, which also undermines the positive contributions of renewable generation technologies [3] .
A promising solution to accommodate the large-scale integration of intermittent RESs is to utilize the flexibility and storage capacities of various DERs in multi-energy carriers to deal with the fluctuations of RES generation [4] , [5] . Especially from the energy consumption perspective, multi-energy residential systems (MERSs) are deeply coupled and integrated to accommodate the diverse energy demands of customers. Reasonable operations of MERS will be able to simultaneously improve the utilization efficiency of RES generation capabilities and the reliability of the energy supply to end-users [6] , [7] .
Considerable research work has been done with respect to the optimal planning and operation of multi-energy systems. For example, the expansion planning of combined electricity and natural gas systems is studied in [8] and [9] ; the energy hub concept is proposed in [10] and the optimal energy flow of multiple energy carriers is formulated in [4] and [11] ; the operation strategy of a multi-energy system is discussed in [12] - [17] ; the residential energy hubs and delivery systems have been studied in [18] - [26] . However, the following research gaps can be identified from existing literature:
r The study on residential energy systems generally emphasizes on either the operation of energy hubs (e.g., in [18] , [21] , and [26] ) or the modelling of energy conversion appliances (e.g., in [19] , [21] , [22] and [25] ). The interactions among different energy distribution systems have not been properly integrated into residential energy system analyses. In addition, the uncertainty factors are mostly handled by time-consuming Monte Carlo simulations that rely heavily on the perfect knowledge of probability distribution functions (PDFs) of random variables in [7] , [14] , and [22] - [25] . Significant errors will be introduced if the PDFs of uncertain variables are not accurate.
r The models of energy transmission/distribution networks and devices such as gas compressors are nonlinear and nonconvex, which make the MERS models difficult to solve. In existing literature, heuristic optimizations in [8] and [11] , decomposed algorithms in [12] and [15] , and simplification of gas network and compressor in [9] , [13] , [23] and [24] are widely used. However, the computational burden of heuristic and distributed algorithms are quite large, and the existing simplification models may not be applicable for the MERSs. In this paper, an optimal operation strategy for MERS that considers the interconnected energy networks and the uncertain factors introduced by forecast errors is proposed to bridge these gaps:
r A comprehensive optimization model for a MERS is proposed considering the characteristics of electric power and natural gas distribution networks, RESs, residential appliances, and DERs including ESSs and combined heat and power (CHP) units. A distributionally robust (i.e., robust w.r.t. PDFs) chance-constrained programming (CCP) reformulation method is adopted to model the uncertainties of RES generation, load variation, and energy price fluctuations. Compared to similar uncertainty modelling methods, the distributionally robust reformulation does not assume any specific PDF and only requires the first and second order moments of the uncertain data.
r The nonlinear constraints in the developed MERS model are reformulated and approximated according to the characteristics of a low-voltage PDS and low-pressure natural gas distribution system (NGDS), respectively. Through the proposed reformulation, the CCP-based MERS model becomes a mixed integer second order cone programming (MISOCP) model that is less complex and easier to solve than other models in the existing literature. The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section II discusses the framework and proposes the mathematical model of a MERS. The nonlinear equations and constraints are properly reformulated in Section III. Section IV utilizes a CCP reformulation method to handle the uncertainties associated with RES generation, load consumption, and energy market price. Section V presents numerical simulation results, and the paper is concluded in Section VI.
II. MULTI-ENERGY RESIDENTIAL SYSTEM MODELLING
According to the Canadian household energy usage report, electricity and natural gas together make up around 85% of the total energy consumption [27] . In addition, more than half of the consumed electricity and natural gas is used for heating purposes. Fig. 1 demonstrates a schematic for a typical residential energy system in which energy consumption mainly relies on electricity and natural gas.
A. Day-Ahead Operation Framework
In this paper, the day-ahead operation of the MERS is assumed to be governed by a residential energy system operator (RESO), whose role is similar to the operator of energy hubs as described in [21] and [26] . It is the responsibility of the RESO to participate in day-ahead markets for energy procurement and deliver the desired amount of energy to various consumers in the corresponding residential energy system. In general, the capacity of a residential energy system is much smaller than large generation companies and major industrial customers. Thus, it is reasonable to model the RESO as a price taker in the dayahead markets with behaviors that will not influence the market clearing prices.
For a price-taker RESO, the objective in day-ahead operation is to either maximize profit or minimize energy procurement cost based on estimated day-ahead market prices. In this paper, the objective function for a RESO in the day-ahead energy markets is constructed to minimize daily energy procurement costs, which consist of the electricity and natural gas purchasing cost from the external power system and natural gas system. In summary, the objective function of a RESO is described by (1) , where a penalty term χ is introduced to punish the RESO if the dispatch of specific loads such as residential heating sources fails to fulfill the satisfaction levels of customers. The penalty term will be discussed in detail in Section II-D.
B. Modelling of Energy Distribution Systems
1) PDS:
The AC power flow is adopted to model the operation of a low-voltage PDS. For simplicity, the well-established AC power flow equations and constraints are generally described by (2) and (3); detailed formulations can be found in Appendix A. The set of variables in PDS operation model is denoted as X 1 , where X 1 = {P n,t , Q n,t , V n,t , θ n,t , I n −m ,t }.
where (2) represents the equations for nodal power injections and branch flows of (3) denotes the constraints of nodal power injection, nodal voltage magnitudes, line current magnitudes, and capacity limit of distribution transformers.
2) NGDS:
The natural gas transmission/distribution system is far more complex than electric power systems. For a lowpressure NGDS, the Pole equation described in [28] is suitable to simulate the steady-state natural gas flow and is adopted in this paper. The Pole equation can be described as:
Similarly, the steady-state operation of the NGDS can be generally described by (5) and (6) , detailed formulations can be found in [28] and will not be further discussed.
where (5) represents the nodal natural gas injection equation, (6) denotes the constraints of the source node inlet flow rate, nodal gas pressures, and pipeline gas flow rate. Unlike an electric power system, the natural gas production does not have to be identical to consumption in the real time. The natural gas pipelines will automatically function as gas storage units, which is generally denoted as linepack [16] , [29] . The linepack is calculated by (7) and constrained by (8):
where the lower and upper linepack limits in (8) can be respectively calculated by (9) and (10) based on the Pole equation (4) and the definition given in [16] :
In addition, compressors are also key equipment in the natural gas system. In this paper, it is assumed that the power demand of a compressor is supplied by its associated gas motor, and is independent of the PDS. The consumption of a compressor can be calculated by (11) , and (12) constrains that the outlet pressure of compressor is not smaller than the inlet pressure.
The set of variables in the NGDS operation model is denoted as X 2 , where
C. Modelling of DERs 1) CHP Units:
The electric power generation and heat production of a CHP unit are deeply coupled. From the day-ahead operation point of view, the most important issue to be addressed when modelling the output characteristics of a CHP unit is to develop the connection between the electric power and heat production. In this paper, a commonly used feasible operation region, which is usually represented by a polytope, is utilized to link the electric power and heat production of a gas-turbine based CHP unit in a two-dimensional space [30] .
The feasible operation region of a CHP unit is generally constrained by the maximum/minimum inlet gas flow, maximum heat production, etc. In the existing literature, the feasible operation region can be modeled by a convex or non-convex irregular quadrilateral with one or several segments. As indicated in [31] , a convex, single-segment, irregular quadrilateral shape is most appropriate for modeling gas-turbine-based CHP units. As a result, the single-segment irregular quadrilateral feasible region can be described through a convex combination of all corner points of the quadrilateral [32] . The four corner points of the quadrilateral are, respectively, 1) the maximum electric power output at the minimum gas inlet; 2) the maximum electric power output at the maximum gas inlet; 3) the maximum heat production at the minimum gas inlet; and 4) the maximum heat production at the maximum gas inlet.
In summary, the feasible operation region of a CHP unit can be expressed as:
where n → i represents all of the residential districts that belong to PDS node n and NGDS node i. P
n,k , and q C H P n,k denote the electric power generation, heat production, and gas consumption of the k-th corner point, respectively. Equations (13)- (15) calculate the power output, heat output, and natural gas load of CHP, respectively. Equations (16) and (17) ensure that the operating point of CHP always falls into the CHP's feasible operation region.
The set of variables in the CHP operation model is denoted as X 3 , where
, α n,k,t }. The heat production of CHP units is assumed to be utilized by their adjacent residential nodes as district heating sources, which will be further discussed in later sections.
2) Residential Heating Sources: The heating demand is generally regarded as a significant component of total residential energy consumption. So far, heat pumps (HPs) that consume electricity and gas furnaces (GFs) that consume natural gas are the two most popular residential heating sources. The heat production of an HP or a GF can be described by:
By operating the heating appliances, the interior temperatures of residential houses should be kept within certain intervals to accommodate the comfort requirements of customers. A linearized thermal house model is introduced to simulate the indoor temperature profiles [33] :
where (19) and (20) evaluate the household indoor and surface temperatures, respectively. Equation (21) constrains that the external household heating is obtained from the heat production of CHP. The indoor temperature, household heating power, and heating from CHP should accommodate the following constraints:
As another heating option for residential houses, the dual fuel heating solution normally combines an HP and a GF as heating sources. Typically, HPs are more efficient than GFs when the ambient temperature is above the balance temperature (normally ranges from 30
• F to 40 • F). If the ambient temperature drops below this level, GFs will be automatically switched on to replace HPs. In summary, the operation of dual fuel heating appliances can be expressed as:
The set of variables of the heating appliance model is denoted as X 4 , where X 4 
3) ESSs: Storage systems for both electric power and natural gas can be modeled according to their storage capacity, charging/discharging flow limitations, and efficient factors. Thus, the operation of ESSs can be described as:
where the quantities of stored energy in ESSs are calculated by (26) and (27) and constrained by (28) . Equations (29) and (30) 
D. Flexible Demand Related Penalty
The residential heating sources discussed in Section II-C are regarded as flexible loads, as their energy consumptions can be adjusted as long as their key parameters accommodate their corresponding limits (i.e., T in h,t accommodates constraint (22)). However, the cost minimization (profit maximization) objective is likely to lead to heating appliances minimizing (maximizing) their consumptions and T in h,t constrained at its lower limit T in,min h
(higher limit T in,max h
) most of the time, which will affect the satisfaction levels of customers. In these cases, the RESO should provide additional compensation to these customers despite the fact that constraint (22) is accommodated.
To deal with this issue, a penalty term χ is added to the objective function as described in (1) . The penalty for household h is defined as χ h in (33) , and χ h becomes greater than zero if the daily average T in h,t is lower than a threshold value that represents the satisfaction level. In this paper, the mean value of the feasible interval [T
in,min h , T in,max h
] is selected as the threshold for χ h . The penalty function is formulated in (34) to charge the RESO if the satisfaction levels of customers are affected (χ h is greater than zero). The set of variables is denoted as X 6 where X 6 = {χ h , χ}.
In summary, the developed MERS model is a mixed integer nonlinear programming (MINLP) model, which is described as follows:
III. REFORMULATION OF ENERGY SYSTEM MODELS
The MERS model proposed in Section II is an MINLP model, which is difficult to solve in a timely manner. Piecewise linearization is widely utilized in existing research to linearize and approximate the nonlinear constraints of natural gas systems (e.g., in [23] and [24] ) and power systems (e.g., in [34] ). However, the implementation of the piecewise linearization method will introduce a significant number of binary variables. Since low-voltage PDSs and low-pressure NGDSs are considered in the residential energy systems, this section employs linearization and relaxation methods based on features of PDS and NGDS to reformulate the MERS model and reduce the computation burden.
A. PDS and NGDS Models
The PDS normally operates as a radial network, thus the conventional AC power flow equations in (2) and (3) can be effectively relaxed as a second order cone programming (SOCP) problem [35] , [36] . The SOCP relaxation is described in Appendix B. After relaxation, the original X 1 is replaced with X * 1 , the details of which are also provided in Appendix B. The Pole equation in (4) contains sign function and root square, and can be relaxed by introducing binary variables as:
where (35) and (36) 
B. Linepack and Compressor Models
For the low-pressure NGDSs where the differences among nodal pressures are limited, it is reasonable to assume that nodal gas pressures do not vary significantly from their reference points. These reference points can be derived from historical average values (if historical data is available), or from their highest/lowest limits according to the operating pressure at the NGDS source node. Thus, a linear approximation method is adopted to approximate the linepack and compressor based on Taylor series. Assume a nonlinear function g(x, y) is derivable at a reference point (x,ȳ), g(x, y) can be approximated as:
Based on (40), the linepack volume equation (7) can be approximated by (41) . The linepack limits (9) and (10) can be similarly approximated as demonstrated in (42) 
On the other hand, by using the approximation (40), the consumption of compressor in (11) can be approximated as (44) with two bilinear components.
For simplicity, it is assumed that the outlet pressure of a compressor always equals to the maximum nodal gas pressure, then (44) only contains one bilinear component q i−j,t p i,t . The bilinear components can be convexly relaxed by the widely used McCormick envelopes. However, the gas flow through a compressor has a wide feasible range, thus the McCormick method may introduce significant errors. Piecewise linearization methods are commonly employed in existing literature to improve the accuracy of McCormick envelopes. However, a large number of binary variables are involved in piecewise linearization methods when solving a large-scale optimization problem, which significantly affects the computational efficiency. Alternatively, the bilinear part q i−j,t p i,t can be approximated by (40) as well. Since the compressor outlet pressure is fixed at maximum nodal pressure, the compressor gas flow is generally negatively correlated with the compressor inlet pressure. Thus the reference point of the considered compressor will be selected at maximum flow and minimum inlet pressure. Note that the inlet pressure at maximum gas flow may not necessarily equal to p min i . To enhance the accuracy of linear approximation, one run of natural gas flow with maximum compressor flow will be processed prior to solving the proposed model to obtain the minimum compressor inlet pressure, denoted as p * min i,t
. Then q i−j,t p i,t can be approximated at the reference point (q max i−j , p * min i,t ), shown as:
Thus, the compressor consumption in (11) is linearized as:
C. ESSs Models
In Section II-C, binary variables are introduced to constrain operating statuses of ESSs. To reduce the total number of binary variables used in the reformulated MERS model, a relaxation method is proposed in this section. Take electricity storage as an example, the constraints (26) and (29) can be relaxed as:
Since the ESS charging efficiency η E S,in and discharging efficiency η E S,out are both smaller than 1, (48) or (47) will be relaxed when the storage is charging or discharging, respectively. As a result, (26) and (29) can be relaxed and b E S n,t can be omitted. Equations (27) and (30) can be handled similarly to eliminate b GS i,t as described by (50)-(52).
IV. REFORMULATION OF CHANCE CONSTRAINTS
The optimal operation of energy systems depends greatly on the forecast of RES generation, load consumption, and energy price. The CCP and its linear reformulation method proposed in [37] will be employed to model the uncertainties introduced by the forecast errors.
A. Uncertainty of Generation and Consumption
Uncertainties of RES generation and load forecast will directly influence the nodal active power injection and further affect the AC power flow constraint (3) in the PDS concerned. For each variable in constraint (3) (excluding θ n,t since I n −m ,t is normally used in PDSs), the formulation of chance constraints can be written as:
where constraints (55) and (56) have already been modified to accommodate the SOCP relaxation as described in Appendix B. Among all the variables in (53)- (56), P n,t can be directly expressed by the forecast values and errors as shown in (57), and (53) can be rewritten as (58).
In (58), Ψ P reflects the sensitivity of nodal active power injection to the variations of ω. Ψ Q can be similarly obtained [38] , [39] . Ψ V and Ψ I can be derived from AC power flow Jacobians, which depend on the nominal operating statuses of the PDS. Thus, Ψ V and Ψ I should be approximated before optimizing the reformulated CCP model.
Since the deviations of active/reactive power injection, voltage, and current magnitudes have been represented by coefficient matrixes and forecast error ω, the chance constraints (53)-(56) can be linearized. Take (53) as an example, (53) can be reformulated as:
where f −1 is the inverse cumulative distribution function (ICDF). Similarly, (54)-(56) are linearized as follows:
B. Uncertainty of Energy Price
The energy price of natural gas generally establishes on longterm fixed-price contracts, while the energy price of electric power may vary significantly throughout one operating day. To accommodate the uncertainty of electricity price, system operator still minimizes A total as demonstrated in (1), while the following constraints will be added:
Employing the aforementioned CCP reformulation method and assuming the energy price forecast errors at different time slots are not correlated, (66) can be rewritten as (68), where 2 denotes the Euclidean norm.
Note that Ψ λ is dependent on the P G n s ,t , and should also be approximated before optimizing the reformulated CCP model.
C. Solving the Reformulated CCP
Using the proposed linearization and approximation methods in Sections III and IV, the reformulated CCP-based MERS model becomes an MISOCP model and is further denoted as the reformulated model in this paper. The reformulated model is described as follows:
s.t. (6), (8), (12), (13)- (25), (28), (31), (33), (34)- (39), (41)- (43), (46)- (52), (59)- (65),
where constraints (A1), (A2), (A9)-(A14), and (A17) are relaxed power flow constraints, the details of which can be found in Appendices A and B. Traditional uncertainty modelling methods, such as CCP, highly depend on the knowledge of PDFs. In this day-ahead operation of the MERS case, the calculation of ICDF depends on the PDFs of RES generation and load forecast errors, which is straightforward if the PDFs are already known to the operator. However, these PDFs can only be approximated with satisfactory accuracy when there are sufficient data. In fact, the RESs have been recently introduced to residential energy systems and their data are very limited in general. Thus, the approximated PDFs are inaccurate and will bring additional risks to the RESO. In this regard, a distributionally robust estimation based on Chebyshev's inequality will be employed [40] , which only relies on knowledge of the first and second order moments of the random data. For any given confidence level φ, ICDF can be calculated with:
Combining (59)- (65) and (68) with (69), the reformulated CCP is robust to the PDFs of uncertain data. This is especially beneficial to RESOs with insufficient data for RES generation. The advantages of distributionally robust CCP reformulation will be further investigated in the case studies. To approximate Ψ V , Ψ I , and Ψ λ , the AC power flow will be calculated first based on forecasted data at each time interval to obtain system Jacobians and P 
V. CASE STUDY
A. Case Study Setup
The test energy system illustrated in Fig. 2 consists of an IEEE 33-bus PDS and a 14-bus NGDS. The parameters of DERs in both systems are listed in Table I . The rating voltage of the 33-bus PDS is 10 kV, with a distribution transformer capacity of 5 MVA at node 1, and each node has 4 residential houses. The natural gas supply rate from the NGDS source node is fixed at 80 m 3 /h, and a compressor connects node 1 and node 13 to formulate a unidirectional gas flow from node 1 to node 13. Two CHP units located at nodes 3 and 11 in the PDS consume natural gas from nodes 2 and 9 from the NGDS, respectively. Table II   TABLE III  STATISTICS OF OPTIMIZED STRATEGY also lists some important input parameters, while the data for the NGDS, household heating sources, and RES generation outputs are derived from [28] , [33] , and [41] , respectively. The penalty price λ pen,h and confidence level φ are set to 0.05 $/h
• C and 0.05, respectively. Δt is set to 15 minutes.
Assuming the forecast errors of RES generation, loads and energy prices are symmetric with zeros means and standard deviation equaling 5%, 2%, and 2% of the corresponding forecasted values, respectively. When calculating Γ ω , the generation of the two PVUs are assumed to be fully correlated, while the correlation coefficient between the wind power unit (WPU) and photovoltaic units (PVUs) are -0.25. The load variations at different nodes are assumed to be independent of each other.
B. Simulation Results
The proposed reformulated model is solved by GAMS/ CPLEX on a desktop computer with a quad-core 3.6 GHz processor and 12 GB memory. It takes around 2 s to preprocess the AC Jacobians of all operating intervals, and the average solving time of the reformulated model is 76.4 s.
For comparison, the case study setup in Section V-A is referred to as the base case setup, and the optimal solution to the reformulated model in the base case setup is referred to as case 0. Table III lists the simulation statistics of case 0.
The total daily energy costs at various confidence levels are compared in Fig. 3 . When the confidence level (1 − φ) increases, the generation of RES will be dispatched more conservatively and the RESO will be forced to purchase more energy from the market. Thus, the daily energy cost increases with the increase of confidence level, as illustrated in Fig. 3 .
On the other hand, λ pen,h has a substantial impact on the schedules of household heating appliances and the average indoor temperature profile. Table IV compares some key parameters with different λ pen,h values, while other parameters are the same as the base case setup. Table IV shows the average indoor temperature is significantly lower than the selected comfort threshold (22°C) when λ pen,h equals zero. Although constraint (22) is accommodated, this optimized operation strategy is not desirable, especially for customers. With increasing λ pen,h , the average indoor temperature rises and so does the total daily energy cost. When λ pen,h equals 0.5 $/h
• C or becomes even larger, the deficit between the average indoor temperature and the comfort threshold becomes negligible.
The effectiveness of the reformulated model and the impact of various DERs are further verified by modifying the base case setup. The following cases are simulated and compared in Table V Table V shows the total energy cost of case 1, where the electricity price suffers from more severe fluctuations is much lower than that for case 0. Because the average daily electricity prices of these two cases are the same, the higher deviation of price data in case 1 indicates more significant deficits between price peaks and valleys. The optimized schedule increases its energy procurement at price valley hours and decreases its consumption at price peak hours. By doing so, the reliance on CHPs and ESSs is relieved, and the total energy bill is significantly reduced although the total electricity procurement is increased as demonstrated in Table V. Cases 2 and 3 modify the exterior temperature data and thus affect the heating demand of customers. In case 2 (case 3) where the exterior temperature is higher (lower) than case 0, the required heating demand is reduced (increased). Thus, the electricity procurement and daily energy costs of case 2 (case 3) are lower (higher) than case 0 as shown in Table V . In addition, the CHPs are able to consume more (less) gas to produce more (less) power and heat in case 2 (case 3) so that the household GFs are guaranteed to have sufficient fuel for heating.
C. Effectiveness of Reformulation Methods in Section III
The nonlinear constraints of the original MERS model in Section II is reformulated in Section III. To verify the effectiveness of the proposed reformulation methods, the performance of the following cases is simulated and the results compared in Table VI Table VI , the daily energy cost of case 0 is significantly lower than that of case 4 and case 5. In fact, the solving of either case 4 or case 5 is terminated before reaching the optimum solution due to the execution time limit. Thus, the proposed reformulated model is superior to the complex MERS model and the piecewise linearization-based MILP model. Although the MILP model in case 5 is feasible for linearizing the MERS model, the reformulations in [23] are designated for energy transmission systems and a large number of integer variables are employed, which significantly prolongs the solving time significantly. Take the test system in Fig. 2 as an example. The maximum number of binary variables of the proposed reformulated model and the piecewise linearization methods (with eight segments) in [23] are 15 × 96 = 1440 and (33 + 14) × 8 × 96 = 36096, respectively. In addition, the direction of gas flow in a number of pipelines is known as a priori in most NGDSs. In Fig. 2 , the gas flow direction in pipelines 14 − 3, 14 − 5, 14 − 8, 11 − 12, 1 − 13, and 13 − 5 is fixed, leaving only 9 × 96 = 864 binary variables. When dealing with larger energy distribution systems, the number of binary variables of the proposed reformulated model becomes much less than the MILP model that employs piecewise linearization. As a result, the proposed reformulated model has better performance and scalability for electric power and natural gas distribution networks.
Moreover, the accuracy of the proposed linearization methods in Section III is also investigated. The approximation of linepack proposed in (41) is very effective, with a maximum error of 0.02% compared with the accurate equation. Fig. 4 further compares the effectiveness of proposed approximation methods for compressor loss calculations. According to Fig. 4 , the proposed approximation (46) performs much better than the widely used McCormick relaxation method. The average error and Euclidean distance from accurate loss are 0.0037 (m 3 ) and 0.0402 (m 3 ) based on proposed (46), and are -0.0177 (m 3 ) and 0.1972 (m 3 ) based on McCormick method, respectively. Besides, the approximation based on (46) tends to overestimate the compressor loss a little bit, which will lead to a conservative but robust compressor operating strategy. In summary, the proposed reformulation methods are able to relieve the computational burden and approximate the nonlinear equations and constraints with satisfactory accuracy at the same time.
D. Effectiveness of CCP Reformulation in Section IV
In Section IV, the linear reformulation of CCP is employed to handle the uncertainties introduced by RES generation, price fluctuation, etc. The comparisons among case 0, case 6, and case 7 are listed in Table VII . Compared to case 0, case 6 has a higher daily energy cost and lower RES generation output. Thus, the reformulated CCP with Chebyshev's inequality (case 0) leads to an operating strategy that is less conservative than case 6 that bases on robust optimization.
On the other hand, the daily energy cost and RES generation output of case 7 are lower and higher than that of case 0, respectively. However, the Gaussian distribution based case 7 tends to overestimate the RES generation capability and results in constraint violations. The performances of (69) and Gaussian distribution based ICDF are further compared in Table VIII , where 10,000 data samples are generated for each considered distribution. Only the first and second moments of these random series are utilized by (69) and Gaussian distribution to estimate the possible derivations. In addition, real-world WPU and PVU generation data obtained from [41] are utilized to generate two more test cases: r Case 8: Annual hourly data of two PVUs with a correlation coefficient of 0.975. r Case 9: Case 8 plus an annual hourly WPU data series whose correlation coefficient with PVUs is -0.158. Based on the confidence level and the first and second moments of the data, an estimation interval can be derived from either (69) or Gaussian distribution based ICDF. If the sampled data falls beyond the estimation interval, a failure is identified. In the case of MERS operation, a failure indicates the violation of a constraint. As can be seen from Table VIII, the performance of Gaussian distribution is acceptable when the uncertain factor follows lognormal distribution or Weibull distribution. For the uncertain factor that follows beta distribution or student's t distribution, Gaussian distribution is likely to underestimate the volatility of that factor and result in a higher failure rate. When dealing with correlated multiple data series in cases 8 and 9, the failure rates of Gaussian distribution based estimation increase dramatically. On the other hand, the failure rates of (69) based estimations are always kept within the confidence levels for both uncorrelated PDFs and correlated series obtained from real-world data. Thus, the adopted CCP reformulation with Chebyshev's inequality is distributionally robust and performs well dealing with correlated uncertain factors that widely exist in residential energy systems.
In summary, Tables VII and VIII validate that the CCP based on Chebyshev's inequality is able to properly model the volatility of correlated random series while sacrificing a marginal amount of economic efficiency. For RESOs with insufficient generation data of RESs, the proposed distributionally robust model is the desirable solution to generate day-ahead operating schedules to avoid constraint violations that may subject to significant penalties in real-time energy markets.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, a day-ahead optimal operation model of a MERS is established. The characteristics of different energy carriers are considered, and various types of RESs and DERs can be easily integrated into the developed model. The complex MERS model is properly reformulated and approximated as an MIS-OCP model. The uncertainties associated with RES generation forecast errors, load variations, and energy price fluctuations are modelled by a distributionally robust CCP reformulation technique. The effectiveness of the proposed reformulated model and the adopted distributionally robust CCP are validated through case studies. Compared to existing research, the proposed reformulated model is superior in modeling the MERSs and the uncertainty associated with the generation outputs of correlated RESs. Moreover, the proposed reformulated model offers great benefits to RESOs as it is less conservative than the conventional robust optimization and very effective in managing risks associated with issues such as constraint violations.
APPENDIX
A. AC Power Flow of a PDS
The AC power flow for a PDS is usually described by the following equations and constraints: 
where (A1) and (A2) calculate the nodal active/reactive power injections, (A3) and (A4) calculate the branch power flows, and (A5)-(A8) constrain active and reactive power injection, nodal voltage magnitudes, and line current magnitudes, respectively. In Section II-B, (A1)-(A4) and (A5)-(A8) are represented by (2) and (3), respectively.
